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'\B:,TRAC r· Recently there has been a resurgence of conccrn about islanding of grid-connected photovoltaic (PY)
,ystems rhis condition occurs when the PY system continues to energize a section of the grid after that section has been
Isollted from thc main utility voltage source. Generally, islanding is undesirable for a number of reasons, and it is therefore
important that PY systems incorporate methods to prevent islanding. However, PY systems are in general already required
to be equippcd with standard protective relays, namely over/undervoltage relays (OYR/UYR) and over/underfrequency
rclays (OFRJUFRl, which disconnect the PY system from the utility system in the event that either the magnitude or
Irequency of the PY system's terminal voltage deviates beyond certain Ihresholds. These relays will prevent islanding in the
majllrity of cases. In fact, it has been argued that the probability of an islanding event that would not be detected by these
relaYs is insignificant. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the probability of occurrence of the conditions which
could lead 10 failure of the OVRlUVR and OFRlUFR to detect islanding using three methods, and thereby to detennine
whtther the standard protective relays provide sufficient islanding protection.
Keywords: Islanding - I: Probability - 2: Protective relays - 3
INTRODIJCTION
Islanding occurs whcn a utility-interactive
photovoltaic (UIPV) system continues to energize a
seCllon of the utility grid after that scction ha, bccn
dlsconnectcd from the main utility voltagc source. It is
g"n 2rally considered undesirable for two rcasons: I) it
pos,;s a potcntial safety hazard to system repair personnel
\\hl> lllay be unaware that the section is still being
:Ilelg.ized; 2) the PV system gcnerally relics on the utility
to provide its phase reference, and therefore a phase crror
between th,: PV system and utility voltage ean develop
while the PY system is islanding. If the utility attempts to
recluse on the out-of-phase seetion of the grid, large surge
currents could damage the pV system and the local load.
UIPV systems are usually required to have
protective relaying which causes the pV system to
disconnect itself from the utility system in the event that
the voltage at the py system's tenninals (point of
common coupling [pOCC] with the utility system)
becomes abnonnal. According to the proposed new
standard IEEE-P929 [I], over/underfrequency relays
IOI'RJUFRI must disconnect the py system if the
frequency of the POCC voltage goes beyond ± 0.5 Hz
Irom nominal, and over/undervoltage relays (OYRlUYR)
operate if the magnitude of the voltage goes outside 92%
and 110% of the nominal POCC voltage. Because the
ma,;nitude and/or frequency of the POCC voltage will
change after the utility is disconnectcd from the majority
of f'V -load combinations [2), these four "standard relays"
In fact prevent islanding under most conditions.
However. if the load and PV powers are sufficiently
c1o~ely matched, and the load's resonant frequency lies
sufficicntly close to the nominal utility frequency, the
(lfh.1 ('olJl1ceted Systems
changes In voltagc magnitude and frequency when
islanding begins will fall within the trip thresholds. and
the OFRlUFRlOYRlUVR will not operate The range of
loads meeting this description is referred to as the
nondetcction zone (NDZ) of the relays.
For some time, it. has been a subject of debate as
to whether it is in fact possible to see such loads ill
practice. Many have argued that the probability of
encountering a load within the NDZ of the four standard
relays is so small as to be: of no concern, in spite of the
fact that one study done in Japan found evidence to the
contrary [3]. The purposl: of this paper is to attempt to
detcrmine the probability of encountering a load which
lies within the OFRlUFRlOVRlUYR NDZ using realistic
conditions observed in the United States, a probability
whieh will be referred to herein as the "NDZ probability".
This analysis indicates that this probability can be high
under certain conditions, and therefore additional
islanding protection beyond the OFRJUFRlOYRlUYR is
necessary.
2. PROCEDURE: DIRECT APPROACH
To represent the load, measured real and
reactive power (I' and Q) data from U.S. utility companies
was used. Using measured load data allows confidence
that the general behavior of the load in tenns of such
parameters as demand curve shape and power factor is in
fact realistic; also, such data were readily available. The
utility P and Q data were measured at the substation level
(13.5-45 kY) and represent an aggregate load. The data
sets were collected at 10 or 15 minute intervals and span
at least one year. The utilities also supplied the locations
at which the measurements were made and a general
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Figure I shows the results of Equation (6) for (0",.,
corresponding to the frequency trip thresholds of the
OFRJUFR as a function of C and for several values of R.
Figure I is thus a map of the OFRJUFR NDZ in dpfC
space. Each curve is actually a pair of curves lying nearly
atop one another, one corresponding to loads with
resonant frequencies of 59.5 Hz (leading dpf at 60 Hz),
the other corresponding to loads with resonant
frequencies of 60.5 Hz (lagging dpf at 60 Hz). The
region above each pair of curves (at higher
d / I '[R C' 2 -'( 2 1Pio; :::; cosltan - ,,( k(J)r,,~./.:WO WOC),t'.I.k (6)
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de'criplion of the load composition (residential,
cO/llmercial, industrial, and whether power factor
cnrrection capacitors [PFCCs] were employed on the
feeder being monitored).
Next. the output of a PV system at the location
of t he measured data was simulated. In each case, the PV
system was oriented due-south with latitude tilt. PV
system simulations were carried out using the program
PVClRID with meteorological data from the TMY2
databa'ic PVGRID supplies hourly PV system power
outputs Linear interpolation was used to obtain sub-
hourly values.
The conditions under which the
OFRJUFRlOVRJUVR would not detect islanding were
thel expressed in tenns of the available data. The
OV RJUVR rely on a mismatch between PV and load real
powers to detect islanding. A "match" between the real
powcrs of load and PV exists when, if the load were
transferred from utility power to PV power, the voltage at
thc POCC would not change sufficiently to trip the
O\' RJUVR. The criterion for a real power match was
derived by assuming that the load could be modeled as a
parallel RLC circuit and that all of the real power is
dis:;ipated in the resistive part. Given a real power
melsurement at time k, Pk. and assuming a (nominal)
utility voltage V", the value of the resistance at time k is
We can substitute (I) mto (2) to obtain
(7)
Figure I. 60-Hz dpf of loads whose resonant
frequencies correspond to the OFRllJFR trip limits of
±O.5 Hz.
dpf values) is the NDZ of the OFRflJFR. The range of C
values on the x-axis is physically reasonable; values of C
in the hundreds of 1-11' range are possible when cablc
capacitances, dynamic load characteristics, and PFCCs are
taken into account [4]. Values of C smaller than the 1 I-IF
value at the origin of the x-axis are certainly possible as
well, but the values of L required to resonate with these
would be in the single--digit henries range, which is
unlikely in practice.
Figure I and Equation (6) clearly show that dpf
is not a unique function of resonant frequency. However,
they do show that, if R and Care cont1ned to a very
narrow range (allowing L to vary), then a dpf threshold
can be selected whicb approximates the boundary of the
OFRflJFR NDZ. Therefore, the procedure which has
been adopted here is to treat the dpf threshold as a
parameter and detennine the NDZ probability for several
different values of the dpf threshold. A dpf threshold is
set for the entire measurement period and compared
against each dpfk from Equation (5). If
is satisfied, the load is said to lie within the NDZ of the
OFRflJFR at that time k. By repeating this procedure for
dpf thresholds which span the practical range (that is, that
correspond to the ranges of practical R and C), the
maximum and minimum values of the NDZ probability of
the OFRlUFR may be calculated. Note that the
(3)
(I)
(2)
(4)
Ihcreforc, Ilsing the OVRJUVR threshold values [1 J, if
IS salisfied, there is a match between PV and load powers
and the load lies within the OVRJUVR NDZ.
The situation for the OFRJUFR is more
complicated. The OFRJUFR NDZ includes loads whose
resonant frequencies lie within the relays' frequency trip
thresholds [2]. However, without a knowledge of the L
and C of the load, we cannot detennine the load's
resonant fn:queney. We do know the load displacement
pm,er factor (dpf), which is
dpf. = p.(P/ +Qi(-; (5)
If the nttlity were suddenly disconnected. assuming that
thc I'V system acts as a current source, the new PV
:;\ stern terminal voltage is determined by Rk and the PV
sl/stern power at time k, Pp,.k according to
We can also express the load dpf in tenns of the R and
either the L or C of the load:
Grid-Connected Systems
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dpf threshold is selected, because a real power match is
never achieved. The minimum NDZ probabilities,
corresponding to small values of C and R, are always near
zero. Unfortunately, the maximum NDZ probabilities,
Figure 2. Total daylight-hours probability of
simultaneous criteria satisfaction, Data Set #1.
conditions which yield the extreme dpf thresholds, and
give the maximum (worst-case) and minimum (best-case)
prohahilities, may be unlikely in practice. We believe the
rnm;t-likely range of resistances and capacitances to be
10-:150 i:2 and 10-100 ~F respectively. Inserting into
[qration (6) yields the most likely range of dpf criteria,
hetween 0.988 and 0.9999998.
In this study, two different NDZ probabilities
hav: been calculated. The first is the total NDZ
prohability during all daylight hours over the entire data
rne,'surement period. "Daylight hours" are defined as any
hour in which the simulated PV system is producing
nOll/ero power Probabilities were calculated using a
\11\ TI.1\R program which compares the measured load
Jal'. and modeled PV data point-by-point, checking at
each point to see whether the criteria defined by
Equations (4) and (6) arc both satisfied. When they are, a
cou :ller is incremented, and after all data points have been
checked the prohability is computed as the total number
of foints at which the criteria are both met divided by the
lOla I number of points. This prohability was calculated as
d flillctioll of PV system size, nonmalized to the load's
d\ erage real power demand.
I 10wC\er, the matching of PY and load powers
Gln he modeled as a random process, meaning that the
\;D/ prohability is not constant but varies as a function of
!im,' of cia) 10 reflect this lime-varying nature, we have
,ils" calculated the NDZ prohahility as a function of time
of day (the "conditional NDZ prohahility"). This was
dOlle hy limiting the data set to all the points which fall
\\ !thin a time inkrval and repeating the ahove-descrihed
prlh:edure on this limited data set
1\t this point we must note that this study
Inah es no assumptions about the stability of an island, ur
wiIdhcr UpOll utility disconnection a transient may occur
·"hi~h \\ould alter the system's behavior.
R.LSUI.TS
rile total daylight-hours NDZ probabilities for
ihre~ different data sets are shown in Figure 2, Figure 3,
and Figure ,1 as a function of the PV system size. The
three data sets arc:
Figure 3. Total daylight-hours probability of
simultaneous criteria satisfaction, Data Set #2. A log-
lin scale was used so that the fact that the probability
never reaches zero is visible.
Data Set # I, from a small city, primarily residential,
without PFCCs;
Data Set #2, from a major metropolitan area,
residential, with PFCCs;
Data Set #3, from a rural area, primarily residential
with large induction motors driving pumps and no
PFCCs.
In eaeh of these figures, four dpf thresholds
have been used: the minimum load dpf for each data set,
which gives. the worst case; the two extremes of the most
"likely" range of dpf thresholds (0.9999998 and 0.988);
and the highest-possible dpf threshold (c 1.0), which is
the best case. In all eases the NDZ prohability is zero for
PV ;ystems whose power ratings are less than about 70%
of t he load's average real power demand. no matter what
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Figure 4. Total daylight-hours probability of
simultaneous criteria satisfaction, Data Set #3.
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however, as shown in Figure 10, applying this procedure
to the data set to Data Set # I for a dpf threshold of 0.95
leads to a result which is similar to that shown in Figure
5. Assuming a normal distribution appears not to have
significantly affected the accuracy of the analysis.
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5. PROCEDURE: MONTE CARLO METHOD
rhe results shown in Figure 5, Figure 6 and
Figurc 7 are somewhat noisy because of the limitcd
number of data points, This effect can be largely
eliminated by generating a synthetic data set with the
correct statistical interrelationships but with many more
data points, For each measured data set, we define
random variables P;v' }~~ad and Q;oad (i=I, .. ,n),
defined as the set of yearly values for Ppy, P'o"" and Q,o""
for a particular time of day. Histograms for one set
,~ I'ROCFDURE ANALYTICAL MODEL
An approximate analytical solution to this
prohkm IS also possible. To obtain it. we define:
corresponding to larger C and R, are significant. reaching
t)\er 20% In one case. The true probability will fall
somewhere between these two extremes, but clearly it is
pos,;ible for practical loads to fall within the NDZ of the
four standard relays. Thus, in general, the
OnUUFRJOVRJUVR alone cannot guarantee that a PV
syst~m will not island.
The results of computing the probability as a
function of time of day are shown in Figure 5, Figure 6
and Figure 7. For thcsc calculations, in order to make the
shape of the curves clear, a low value of dpf threshold
1095) was IJsed. These figures show that the probability
of criteria satisfaction during daylight hours at certain
limes of day can be much larger than the total probability.
Note also the behavior of the conditional probability as
the PV system size is increased. For systems which are
rated at -I (JO% of the load power demand, the probability
peaks ncar midday as the PV system's power production
reaches the load demand and real power matches become
lIlore likely. As the PV system size increases, this midday
peal. "splits" into two peaks, one moving to earlier times
and one to later. This occurs because the larger PV
syst~m's real powcr matches the load's demand for a brief
peril1d early in the day, then exceeds it, making a real
p(mer match near noon less likely. The reverse happens
near the end of the day
Tirm!! of dily (14 .....olJr clock)(8)
000 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400
\\ he re I ranges from I to the number of observations per
day If x' and y' are Jointly normal random variables, then
thelr.i"int density is given by an analytical function which
's completely detcrmined by five parameters, which are
the expectcd values 11, varianccs cr, and correlation
coct'ficient r of x' and y' [5J:
Figure 5. Probability of simultaneous criteria
satisfaction as a funetioll of time of day, Data Set #1.
The dpf threshold was set at 0.95.
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According to the critcria defincd previOUSly, the NDZ will
haw the rectangular shape shown in Figure 8. The
conditional NDZ probability then can be calculated by
lIltegrating the probability distribution over the NDZ:
rhe histograms for typical x' and y' are shown
'n I'igure 9 Thc goodness of the normal fit is debatable;
Figure 6, Probability of simultaneous criteria
satisfaction as a function of time of day, Data Set #2,
The dpf threshold was set at 0.95.
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Figure 10. Conditional NDZ probability, Data Set #1.
The dpf threshold was set at 0.95.
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Figure 7. Probability of simultaneous criteria
satisfaction as a function of time of day, Data Set #3.
Thl' dpfthreshold was set at 0.95.
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Figure 8. The nondetection zone (NDZ).
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Figure II. The RVs Ppv' Plo• d and Qlo.d (left) and RN
sequences generated from them (right), Data Set iiI.
Ratio of PV system rating to average load real power
demand is 1.5.
Figure 9. Normal fit of Xl and y;; data from Data Set
iiI. Ratio of PV system rating to average load real
Jlower demand is 1.5.
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Figure 12. Conditional NDZ probability calculated
using synthesized data based on Data Set #1. The dpf
threshold = 0.95.
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of 1":/" ~,~"" and Q;oad are shown on the left side of
Figure II. If these three variables have a multivariate
nllrmal distribution, they are completely determined by
Ihel r means vector fl = (flpv, flPlo"'" flol"",,) and a covariance
matrix r [6J. Thereforc, by extracting the parameters fl
and r from the measured data for P;v' l~;,ad and
Q' we can synthesize random number (RN)IIJiJd'
sequences of arbitrary length and use these sequences to
calculate the conditional NDZ probability using the same
procedure used previously, described in Section 2 of this
paper. An example of the results of this process as
applied to Data Set # I and for a dpf threshold of 0.95 is
shown in Figure 12. Again, the shape of the eurvc is the
same as these in Figure 5 and Figure 10. Although again
the goodness of the nonnal fit to the data is questionable,
It appears to be accurate enough for purposes of this
ana'ysls
('ONCLUSIONS
We have presented the results of a systematic
,tuc'y to determine whether the OFRJUFR/OVR/UVR
pro'lide sufficient islanding protection. This study
,'ntulcd a statistical study of measured aggregate load
dal' .. frolll U.S. utilities compared with modeled PV
,ystelll pcrformanee data at the same locations. The
dillicultics cncountered in setting accurate failure criteria
for he frcqueney relays were discussed. Finally, we have
pre,ented two sets of probability calculations. one
sho""ing the lotal probability of encountering a load
\\ itliiJl tlic NDl. of the OFR/UFR/OVRJUVR over the
entll'C per.od of the mcasured data (the "NDZ
probability"). and the other showing the probability of
cnClluntering a load within thc OFR/UFR/OVRJUVR
"D.I: as a function of time of day (the "conditional NDZ
probability). I'he results of this study show that, under
rcallstic conditions, it is possible to have loads which lie
witltlfJ the ND/ of the four standard relays. This
illdieates that the four relays cannot guarantee that a PV
system will not JSiand, and further protective measures are
reqllircd for grid-connccted PV systems.
h is important to note that this study does have
limitations. The load has been represented by measured
aggregate load data in order to realistically model the load
shape and power factor. The results of this study should
hokl for all loads whose demand pattern and power factor
behavior are represcnted adequately by this data.
I/owever, it must bc rcstated that the NDZ probability can
range from zero to over 20% depending on the value of
dpf threshold used. This is in tum dependent on the
values of R, Land C of the load. Clearly, more accurate
(RU:) load data would enable a more conclusive study_
For example, if the ranges of R, L and C could be
detennined for a specific installation site, it would be
possiblc to more accurately detennine the NDZ
probability for that site, and the appropriateness of
additional protective measures would then be more clear.
It must also be clearly stated that this study does NOT
find the "probability of islanding", but rather the
probability that, at any given time, the load lies within the
NDZ of the OFRlUFRJOVRJUVR. This is not the same
as the probability that a PV system actually will island,
which is affected by the probability of the utility actually
being disconnected from the PV system and the action of
any additional islanding protection schemes, among other
factors. However, the NDZ probabilities calculated here
are important because they show that the
OFRlUFRJOVRlUVR acting alone are not sufficient to
guarantee the safety and integrity of people and property,
and therefore additional islanding protection is needed for
UIPV systems.
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